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French And German Now Familiar To Murray
Girl Who Is Attending School In Germany

POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXIX No. 306

12 Hours Past Halfway Mark
Is Reached In Long Holiday

gems Gerlinde Menne, daughtff of Professor and Mrs. Gerhart Megew is attending high
school in Stuttgart, Germany. and
lives with relatives there. She
will return to the United States
after this year's eche,' Work.
Professor Megew is an instructor
at Murray State College.
Excerpts from her letters to
her parents are being reprinted

below for the interest of readers. it on a while longer. On Satur"October 21
day, the last day of school before
United Press International
vised their estimates upward and
Yesterday I went to a mevie,1 fall vacation, the whole school
•
e
•,
Holiday motorists were enacting said there no longer was any
J. an of Are, with Ingrid Berg- is going to a movie instead of
ees1„3.1 .
a
s
tragic
eTe
,res
farce today that catesed justification for optimism --it just
jet
mann. It was very good. After- having classes. - Oh piffle! Ev1...e
officials to resign themselves to leeks horrible."
Awes, • .
se
wards I was surprised at myself , erybody is coming home now. I
another "black Christmas" on the
Late Friday. however, it apbecause I had understood every can just say that there is nothing
s
riation'• highways.
see
peared the hour-by -hour rate had
word, even when they talked • like being a lone with your
Spokesmen for the National dropped from 15 to 20 ahead of
fact. On the ship I saw a German thoughts and with good music. It
Safety Council saw a."faint glim- the 1956 tally to 10 to 12 deaths
movie and I didn't understand, depends en who you're with
mer- of hope in the slight slow- ahead.
very much of it, but now I un- though.
down in the mounting death toll.
"We appeal to every driver not
derstand everything perfectly.
"November 9.
but pointed out the rate was still to let this faint glimer fade." a
"Last week we wrote a "FranMy daily schedule also changhigher than the all-time holiday council stxikeernan said. He noted,
zosisches Diktat" (dictation in ed seine since I moved to aunt
record set on "black Christmas" however. that the worst, part of
French). I got the best grade! Brigitta's heuse in order to live
of 1956.
the week end - the last-minute
Boy was I happy! The thing was with her family. I get up every
At that time, United Pree In- rush for home-was yet to come
two pages long and I only had morning at 5:30. I eat breakfast
ternational counted 712 deaths
three mistakes. That gave me a' at 6:30, and my bus leaves at
sves.the four day week end.
nice 2-1 (A.-). At the moment 6:45. I'm at the bus depot in
B elss pale the half-way mark
we are working with several dewrie wn Stuttgart at 7:10, and
in ths 102-hour holiday per:
te re es. Present. Imperfect simple at 7:20 I'm in Stuttgart-GablersI
this year, at 4:00 a. m. Saturday
Past. Pluperfect. Future, Com- berg. From there I walk with
a
count
UPI
showed
365 deaths
pound Past. Conditional, and my classmates to school which
in traffic, 64 in fires,
3 in plane
Past anterior. I've learned quite starts at 7:45. School is out at
*CLEVELAND, Ohio (UPI) eras/tee
and
48
in
miscellaneous
a lot here in French class. The 1:15. and I get home about 2:00.
Russia led the way :.s Iron Curaccidents
for a holiday total ef
teacher still speaks only French Frm the bus step it takes me
tain countries gained en the free
468
in class, but I can understand it about ten minutes to get home
world in 1958 by incteng up their
Celifornia Leads Slaughter
now. Semetimes, just for fun. I if I walk through the park. aeid
IKE'S CHRISTMAS GIFT to the White House organization Is this print of a painting he did
share of the world's see! iteput.
of a
California led the nation with
weathered red barn. The presidential signature is carried at lower left. President
turn the radio on a French sta- five if I just walk on the sideand Mrs. EisenSteel magazine reported Russia
38
traffic death. Texas was -cchower presented the gifts tu some 1,000 White House staff members, Secret
tion to see hew much I can walk. By park I mean the
Service men, chaufbroke its steelmaking record for
nod with 28 dead, New York 25.
By JAMES SAAR
feurs and others connected with the executive mansion at a coffee-and-cake
understand. I'm surprised how "Exotic Garden" of the -College
Christmas party,
the 14th consecutive year as the
Penneylvarea and Ohio 19 each.
United Press International
much I do understand.
of Agriculture" of the suburb
Communist bloc nations produced
Illinois. Michigan, North Carolina.
WASHINGTON (UPI t s- Sen.
"Tomorrow is "Zeugnis day." Stuttgart-Hohenheirre I usually
29 per cent of the 1958 world to17 each. Massachusetts 14. and 11 Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
(Semester grades) I won't get walk through there because the
the
tal Last year it was 25 per ceet
each in Flordia. Georgia. New victim of a borrowed
grades this time because I have- trees are so pretty now. And
Christmas
Inc bloc still produced less ths
Mexico
and
present,
Missouri.
gamely
enough.
At
long
n't been here
birds! I'm telling you. you've
celebrated the
United States alone in a slew
Safety experts had been grimly remainder of the Yuletide
Easter I'll get them though. - never seen so many different
week
business year.
optimistic
end
before
today
the
from
came
week
just
end
a
Uh. oh! Uncle Rudolf
hospital bed.
kinds of birds at once. That's
World output of steel in 1958
ktarted
at
6
The
p.
m.
senator
Christmas
Eve
took a gay but
home. I guess I'll have to turn why it takes me longer if I walk
MUSKEGON, Mich (UPI) TOKYO (UPI) - Reports filt- that travelers. at
was 294.437.230 tons, down 8 per
worst. would disastrous ride in a young neighMozart concert, but, he's through there. There are so many An attractive 25-year-old
cent from 1957 The was the first off my
mother
ering out of remote Tibet in- keep the death toll
bor's
new,
flashy
down
to 620
soap box racer.
again, so, I can leave interesting things to see. The of four who said her new bathing
dicated today the tiny, ancient deaths. or 140 more
time since 1954 that the 38 steel going out
than the nor- The result: Several skained ligaride home with the bus after suit was fine until it got wet has
nation is waging an armed revolt mal ;Amount for a
producing nations of the world
ments
in
non
one of the senator's
-holiday
school is out is beautiful, too. filed a $2,500 d:mage suit against
against Chinese Communist rule. riod of the same duration. pe- legs and
failed to set a production record
an out-of-kilter senaFrom the road winding up the a Muskegon store.
They said 135,000 persons had
The nine Iron Curtain countries
Mostly,
torial
they
had
kneecap
banked on the
hills which surround the heart
made 83.933,190 tuns. up 4.482.been killed in the months-long lesson et' 1956 plus
The senator's. 12-year old son
the fact that
Blonde
Mrs. Donna
By ROMAN W. WAGONER
Dibble
of the city I have a lovely view
•
1W tons from 1957 Only eerie
fiting
police
were
David
waging one of the
started it all Here - as a
of the city below me. And when charged teat the swim suit becountry. North Korea. showed
The reports said the - Dalai !trite,United Press International
United Press International
crackdowns on rereorta.• -a(adVaierbaal told it - is what
the sun shines en the colorful came transparent the first time
Lama,
*crease,
spiritual
leader
of
the
In
Warmer and we•ter weather trees, I ceiklet stand and look for I she went svemming at crowded
Chicago
happened:
VENTURA. Calif (UPI) alone. almost 70
mountain-top nation, may seek drunks were hauled
The free world turned out 210.- Prevailed over most of the ration
David has a h wne-made soap
off the
rides by all too I Muskegon State Park beach July Elizabeth Ann Duncan. 54, and
India.
444.040 tons. down 31. 148.956 early Saturday, 'net the centinus! hours. The "bus
asylum
in
streets
by
box racer. He always considered
mid -Friday.
two exconvicts Friday night were
quickly.
1957.
tons from 1957. as only II cnin- ing pattern Of einseasonal warmth .
The reports came from New
129.
that it was a pretty fine piece
indicted for the murder of the
Weather Tempt* Drivers
"On Wednesday I got a good
tries of the 29 gained in outpu; began to penetrate the Northeast.
Delhi. Valcutta, Bhutan, KamanBut the weather, which eheuld equipment.
was a little late when I "I was humilieted, embarrassed Santa' Barb -.ra woman's attractive
scare.
I
Kalinpong.
Darjeeling
U. S. Production Down
du,
aret
and
Enghave
publicly
New
disgraced.' the trim daughter-in-law, Olga Duncan.
Except for parts of
been a boon to the careful
Eyes Bug Out
the bus
The U S.. world leader in Intel land and soutihw -trd along the walking frean school to
But Chreena
The Venture County grand jely afnaller hill cities near the Tibet- motorist, served only as a tempDay he saw
u,\
station. About five minutes walk housewife contended.
production. contributed 45 per mountains inn? the
border.
an
tation
Virginias
te
drivers anxious to make something that made his eye'
handed down the indictments aftbus station tf
She charged "you cou d see
Commercial
Cent of the free world output. where temperatures ranged from away from the
travelers
refuand
the
most of clear roads and fair bug out. His school chum and
er only 15 minutes deliberations
intersection with a through the wet bathing
the largest flareup came ,kies. High-speed
su t," but following eight
Its furnaces produced 84.750,000 zsei to around 20. there were few came to an
hours of te-timony. gees said
accidents took neighbor, John Harrell, drove p
tons of steel. ciewn 27.964 996 tons trace: of typical wintry weather traffic light. Well. when I was said she did net realize it until
period
August
Octeber
the
in
many lives.
in a shiny factery-made model
Luis Wye, 22. and Augustine
ha'l way across the etreet, the she left the water and usher bathfln 1957, as operations averaged
when
proud
the
tribe
Kharnba
Alarmed officials quickly re- that had turned up under the
There was widespread rain in
Baldonado. 25. were named in the
Wily 60 2 per cent of 1958 capac- The Northwest. extending into light turned red. My heart sank ers began "calling and storing indictmen:s
Kham
eastern
province
the
of
in
Harrell Christmas tree.
along with Mrs. Dunto my toes, because it usually and pointing at, your plaintiff in
ity.
After a few trial heate. David
Northern Cslifornia where San
can for having taken part in the revolted.
minute or two until the a shocked manner"
Chinese
Russia, which made 71 per cent Francisco reported almost an inch takes a
They
about
50.000
said
went home and announced he
"for hire- slaying of the 30-year
again, and in my
Tibetan
death
of the Iron Curtain steel. was in during a six-hour period ending light changes
killed.
Reds
were
wanted to trade in his old heap
She said she plunged back into old pregnant nurse fast Nov. 17.
mind's eye I could see n.y bus
second place in world production. at
for a pew one. The senator said
midnight Friday. Amounts leaving without . me. A young the water and waited for her
Moya, a laborer, confessed lur- estimates ranged from 5.000 to
sis1958
Its
15.000.
output of 59.524.200 tons were lege farther indland, .bee
he wanted to see John's car bestanding next to me seemed ter to bring her a towel. Mrs. ing the victim from her Santa
CARACAS. Venezuela (UPI)was 3.306.200 tons more than was coming snow only at the higher man
The Communists tacitly admitfore any decision was reached.
An
to be in a hurry. too, and as Dibble said then she ran to her Barbara apartment by telling her
all-out
land
and
trouble
air
produced in 1957. Observers be- elevat ions.
search
ted they were having
Then Kefauver decided to give
was launched today for the balthere wasn't a car far and wide, car with the towel wrapped that her husband. attorney Frank
lieved Russia was producing as
John's racer a trial run himself.
A smiler rainy pattern clung he crossed. Well, I though. if he around her
Duncan, 29, was drunk in a liar in Tibet when they announced loon -Small
World,"
much as in capacity will permit to the opp-site corner of the
that they were delaying imposibelieved
Kefauver folded his 6-foot 3parked outede. I cressed behind
down in Venezuela's -green-hell"
The weekly metalworking in- counery, with heaviest amounts can I can.. So
James Dibble, the plaintiffs
inch frame into the little racer
He told the grand jury that he tion of their heavily-criticized jungle at the
soon as I was across,
him.
As
end
of
its historic and shoved off
inostry magazine the Soviet Union recorded in Florida and lesser
people's cemmune system in that
with a laugh
come around the husband. said "the is a big joke and Baldonado beat an strangled
Transatlantic crossing.
las changed from predInninantly deposits reported in Geirgia and who should
country.
down a hill near his house in
cerner but a policeman! He to everyene around here except the woman and tnen le her body
next
A
weak
radio
agricultural nation to one which Alabama. Very light rains ocmessagrreeeived northwest Washington.
There apparently has not been
in a shallow grave, p
let the young man go by, but my wife."
bly burtoday is second only to the U. S. curred in a bread area ranging
any large-scale fighting in the late Friday said the balloon and
Senator's Grin Gisappisara
ied alive.
asked why I
and
me
stepped
he
its
four
crew
numerous
members had landin economic strength In 1930. from Illinois to Louisiana.
past two menths, but
The racer picked up speed...
Admit to Pleacreased the street by red
ed
had
safely
at
a
point
about 22
when the first five-year plan was
small-scale actions have occurWhile general warming thawed
Atty Roy GustafsOn said
him that my bus .
miles southeast csf the tiny coastal the senator grinned: The racer
launched. Russia produced only out the eastern third of the coun- light. I told
picked up more speed.. the senMoya and Baldonado, who esn- red.
minutes and that I I
few
a
in
left
port
of
Pedernales
in the federal ator
Nationalist Chinese sources on
6.4 million tons of stell
try. the only cooling was reported had to get to the depot. He slowcontinued te grin...the racfessed 6 days earlier. told the
district
Delta
of
Amacuro.
that the Tibet
In Third Place
er picked up more speed...the
in the central and !southern plains ly took out pencil and paper,
grand jury they had been hired Formosa claimed
The
area,
called the "green- senator
four
Germany's West Zone ranked in and there it was slight.
smiling reached for the
for $6.000 by Elizabeth Duncan to revolt also has spread to
wrote down my name and adprovinces in northwest China. In hell." is the least civilized section brake.
third place n 1958 with a producNightime temperatures in the dress. and said that I would,
murder her daughter-in-law.
of
Venezuela. It hes only recently
tion of 26.175,220 tons of steel. 20s and 30s occured sporadically
rebels have seized
areas,
gome
H
couldn't find it. He stopped
Mrs. Duncan also was indicted
prebably have to pay five Dporritiens and forced Com- been opened by U.S. oil company grinning And he
town 838.780 tons from 1957.
at the nation's northern rim, while
stuck out a
along with Ralph Winterstein, 23, key
(But he was just tyingl
mountains, they emploration teams. It is populated foot.
the
Among the free world nations temperatures in the 50s were Marks.
into
munists
for obtaining a fraudulent annulme, because he hasn't
by "lost" Indian tribes, of which
which increased production dur- common over the Gulf states and to scare
said.
The racer slowed, but the senment of her son's marriage to
asked for them yet.) He talked a'
Adding to the Chinese Commu- little is known.
ing 1958 over the preeious year In the Southwest.
atorial foot bent under it. The
the dead woman.
while longer, and I was itching
A hastily-organized Venezuelan
brought
them
most
of
nists'
woes,
were South Africa, Australia.
racer swerved and turned over.
Saturday's forecast showed ocDuncan, who testified at the
bus, but finally he:
commune system. were air forge search uncovered no
Mexico, Spain. Yugoslavia. France. casional rain moving inland from to get to my
Kefauver went back to his
hearing for 1 hour and 40 minutes on by the
let me go, and I half ran trying,
refugees fleeing sign of the balloon or the four Christmas tree
thousands
of
the
Saar. The Netherlands. Norway, the Northwest and continuing in
feeling a little
Friday. was "ail-shook up" when
to make it still. But as .1 turnedl
English crew members before a
said
reports
Rangoon
Burma.
Argentina and Formosa.
into
the Southeast The general rainy the corner into the street to the
shaken but otherwise all right.
he learned of the murder indictsevere storm and darkness turnreturn
these
refuse
refugees
to
Decreased outputs were regis- condition moved into the Mid-AtHowever this morning he peg
mere against his mother, accorddepot, my .bus was turning
threat of death. ed the planes back.
tered by the U. S. Canada. Great lantic states. with the only pre- bus
pained him. He checked in at
ing to private investigator William to China even on
cell corner ahead of me.
Helicopters owned by the U.S.
Pre:an. Japan. India. Braeil,Swe- dictions for snow were made for the
Bethesda Naval Hospital.
S..Lewis. The young attorney eeid
Boy, w s I mad! I was even
oil companies were to join the
Austria, Belgium, Luxem- the higher mountain areas.
The doctors put his leg in a
he planned to visit his mother in
madder because I knew it served
search
today
while
national
guard
ie . Italy. West Germany, Chile.
cast and put him to bed until
jail, but wasn't sure when.
right. I had to wait an hour
me
patrols
set
out
overland
to
'lark. Finland, Turkey, Rhothe Sunday. They also told him he
Won't Take Sides
and fifteen minutes for the next
point broadcast in the radio messe se and Colombia.
would have to keep the cast on
When asked if he would help
home to Plieningen. •
bus
sage.
The eight Iron Curtain coulstfies
three weeks.
defend his mother, Duncan said,
New
-type
The
LONDON
radio
(UPI)
report
indicated
the
,
sh upped production were
The spokesman said Kefauver
"I'm not taking sides in the matradio and radar transmitters being Small World, which left Santa was
ia, Poland, Hungary. Ruin' good spirits. But there's
ter."
Cruz
send
Britian's
force
de
air
used
Tenerife
by
in
the
Canary bad news for David: Nix on
niailia, China and Bulgaria
Meanwhile, the accused Women out beams powerful enough to Islands Dec. 12,
that
had achieved its racer
still "vehemently- denies plotting "cook" or seriously maim people aim in following
Columbus' route
to kill her daughtersinsiaw and
or animals as much as half a across the Atlantic.
IIONG KONG (UPI) - Cominsists that Moye and Baldonado
The balloon's occupants includmile away. a radio expert said
munist newspapers said today
were trying to blackmail her.
ed Arnold Elkoart, 51, noted
today.
the hula hoop is a "sexy toy
Moya insisted, however, that he
Dr. Douglas Shinn, one of a British explorer and leader of
burn of the hula and the belly
was only trying to collect the retesm of re4earchers working on the expedition; his son Timothy,
LIZ TAKES LEAVE - Elizabeth
dance."
WASHINGTON ( UPI)-..Amermainder of the 56.000 Mrs. Dunthe super-powerful trans.mit,ers, 21; Colin, Mudie, 32, designer
United Press international
Taylor. the better looking part
The newspapers Ta Kung Pao
ica's Atlas satellite still is "talkcan promised the pair to do away sounded the warn:ng in an
of
the
balloon
article
gondola; and Mu- ing."
of a hassle at the Eddie Fisher
and Wen Wei Pao also charged
with nurse. Gustafson said.
in the science magazines "Na- che's wile Rosemary. 30, an atTV show in Hollywood, leaves
that some "American-subsidized"
The Defense Department said
Duncan said he and his wife, ture." He said the beams could tractive artist
Southwest Kentucky - Partly
and photographer
the NBC studios after paying
schools in the colony had introthe four and a half ton satellite
from Benite, Manitoba. Canada, cause internal injuries
cloudy with little change in temwho
acted
heating
by
as cook on the voyage.
Fisher a visit In spite of havduced hula hism lessons as a comexchanged four more voice and
had separated several weeks after the body
perature today. tonight and SunThe balloon had been unreat distances of up to
ing been warned by network
pulsory course in physical trainteletypwriter messages Friday
their marriage last June. He said half a mile.
day High today in lower 505, low
ported
since Dec. 19 until Veneofficials to stay away "because
ing.
with Army ground stations. The
he last saw her at her apartment
tonight lower 30s.
The air force hurriedly aeured zuelan Cerrenurricatiere Minister
her appearance would seem to
"Many" parents were "deeply
giant missile was "interrogated
on Nov. 7.
transmitters
Britons
sending
that
be flaunting things that are not
Oscar Matched° Zuloaga reported
when they saw their
red"
angt
and tested successfully" on four
Temperatures at 5 a. m CST:
out the powerful beams as part of it was "on Venezuelan soil, sometoo wholesome" Other Millabayoungsters hula-hooping. the pasuccessive passes across the UniCROSS ON THE GREEN
*sengton 30, Louisville 28. Pakm Included Dean Martin reFIRST TASTE-Freddie Braswell,
a defense radar network would be where in the Arnacuro delta tersaid.
pers
ted States.
Acres 34. Resisting Green 31,
3, sticks out hls tongue to catch
fusing to appear on the show
located at high points so .the ritory."
"Some parents have written to
It marked the 35th time since
CHICAGO -(UPI)- Jaywalk- beams cannot hit
Lexington 31. London 23. and
arlowflakes in Winston-Salem,
after having been scheduled.
The ministry's report of the
the ground.
eeucation department urging
the
the Atlas was shot aloft by the
ing causes 35 per cent of all
Hopkinsville 32.
N
Jerry Lewis appearing Matead,
'.,h fall
It said by high wire security landing was based on several
the government to ban this form
Air Force Dec. 18 that the delpedestrian traffic deaths in tcywns fences so no
gives Olin els first taste of tee
Evansville, Ind., 31.
and the two of them having
unauthorized persons reports of baleen sightings in the
ef indecent motion of the body,"
stuff that winters arc noose of.
Huntington, W. VA 21
no good to say for each other.,; and cities, according to the Chi- or stray animals could get within area and the radio report geeing icate outer space communications
the
reports
Red
said.
_
cago Motor Club.
a half mile of them.
its location.
Continued on Page Four
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IN OUR 79th YEAR
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HIGHWAY 11111 REACHES TOWARD HIGH

French And German Now Familiar To Murray
Girl Who Is Attending School In Germany
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First...

12 Hours Past Halfway Mark
Is Reached In Long Holiday

iss Gerlinde Megow, daugh- below for
the interest of readers, it un a while longer. On Saturtt of Profeasor and Mrs. Ger"October 21
day, the last clay of sch el befere
hart ittegew is attending high
United Press International
vised their estimate', upward and
Yesterday I went to a meek, fall vacation, the whole school
achool in Stuttgart. Germany, and
Holiday motorists were enacting said there no longer was any
J.. an of Arc, with Ingrid Berg- is going to a movie instead of
lives with relatives there. She
a
tragic
farce today that caused justification for optimism -"it just
mann. It was very good. After- having classes. — Oh piffle! Evwill return to the United States,
officials to resign themselves to looks horrible."
wards I was surprised at myself erybody is coming helot now. I
after this year's sch sot work. I because I
another
"black Christmas" on the
Late Friday, however, it aphad understood every can just say that there is nothing
Professor Megow is an instructor' word,
nation'
highways.
peared the hoer-by-hour rate had
even when they talked like being a I one with your
at Murray State College.
Spokesmen for the National dropped from 15 to 20 ahead of
feet On the ship I saw a German thoughts and with good music. It
Excerpts from her letters to movie
Safety Council saw a "faint glim- the 1958 tally to 10 to 12 deaths
and I didn't understand depends on who you're with
her parents are being reprinted' very
mer" of hope in the slight slow- ahead,
much cif it, but now I un- though.
down in the mounting death toll.
"We appeal to every driver not
derstand everything perfectly.
"November 9.
but pointed out the rate was still to let this fain; glimer fade." a
"Last week we wrote a "FranMy daily schedule also changhigher than the all-time holiday council spokesman said. He noted,
zosisches Diktat" (dictation in ed sane since I moved to aunt
record set on "black Christmas" howeser. that the worst part of
French). I get the best grade! Brigitta's house in order to live
of 1956.
the week end - the last-minute
Boy was I happy! The thing was with her family, I get up every
At that time. United Prete In- rush for home-was yet to come
two pages long and I only had morning at 5:30. I eat breakfast
ternational counted 712 deaths
three mistakes. That gave me a at 6:30, and my bus leaves at
rine the four day week end.
nice 2-1 (Ae). At the moment 6:45. I'm at the bus depot in
B ely pae the half-way mark
we are working with several clewntswei Stuttgart at 7:10, and
in ths 102-hour holiday per: .i
ten-es. Present. Imperfect, simple at 7:20 I'm in Stuttgart-ablertthis 'year. at 4:00 a m Saturday
Past, Pluperfect. Future, Com- berg. Freen there I walk with
a UPI count showed 365 deaths
pound Past, Conditional, and my classmates to school which
in traffic. 64 in fires. 3 in plane
Past anterior. I've learned quite starts at '7:45 School is out at
*CLEVELAND, Ohio (UPI) —
crashes and
in miscellaneous
lot here in French class. The 1:15. and I get home about 2:00.
a
Russia led the way _s Iren Curaccidents for a holiday total .•f
teacher still speaks only French Fr in the bus stop it takes me
tain countries gained or. the free
468
in class. but I can understand it about ten minutes to get home
world in 1958 by incteng up their
California Leads Slaughter now. Stenetimes, just for fun. I if I walk through the park. and
IKE'S CHRISTMAS Gin to the White House organization la tete print of • painting he did
share of the world's sie.! ruput.
of a
California led the nation with
turn the radio on a French sta- five if I just walk on ate sideWeathered red barn The presidential signature Is carried at lower left. President
and Mrs. EisenSteel magazine reported tlussia
38 traffic death. Texas was sechower presented the gifts to some 1,000 White House staff members, Secret Service
tion to see hew much I can walk. By park I mean the
men, chaufbroke its steelmaking record for
ond with 28 dead. New York 25.
By JAMES BAAR
understand. I'm surprised how "Exotic Garden" of the -College
feurs and others connected with the executive mansion at a coffee-and-cake Christmas
party.
the 14th consecutive year as the
Penneylvanta and Ohio 19 each.
United Press international
much I do understand.
of Agriculture" of the suburb
Communist bloc nations produced
Illinois. Michigan, North Carolina.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sett.
"Tomorrow is "Zeugnis day." Stuttgart-Hohenheim. I usually
29 per cent of the 1958 world to17 each. Massachusetts 14. and 11 Dnes Kefauuer (D
(Semester grades) I won't get walk through there because the
-Tenn.), the
Last
tal.
year it was 25 per cent
each in Flordia. Georgia. New victim of a borrowed Christmas
grades this time because I have- trees are so pretty now. AM
Ihe bloc still produced less tbs .
Mexico
and
present,
Missouri.
gamely
enough.
celebrated the
At birds! Pen telling you, you've
n't been here long
Me United States alone in a sluw
' Safety experts had been grimly remainder ef the Yuletide
Easter I'll get them though. — never seen so many different
week
business year.
cptimieic
end
today
before
the
from
week
a
end
hospital bed.
oh! Uncle Rudolf just carne kinds of birds at once. That's
World output of steel in 1958 Me
started
at
6
The
p.
m.
senator
Christmas
took
Eve
a gay but
home. I guess I'll have to turn why it takes me longer if I walk
MUSiCEGON. Mich (UPI) —
TOKYO (UPI) — Reports filt- that traveters, at worst,
was 294,437,230 tons. down 8 per
weed disastrous ride in a young neighMozart concert, but, he's through :here. There are so many An attractve 25-year-old
ering out of remote Tibet in- keep the death toll
cent (rem 1957 The was the first off my
m sther
bor's
new,
flashy
down
to 620
soap box racer.
again, so. I can leave interesting things to see. Thel of four who said her new bathing
dicated today the tiny, ancient deaths. or 140 more than
A
time since 1954 that the 38 steel going out
the nor- The result: Several sprained liga— ---ee ride home with the bus after suit was fine until
uainst
nation is waging an armed revolt mal amount for a
producing nations ef the world
it got wet has
ments
;n
one
non-haliday
of the senator's
school is out is beautiful, too. filed a $2.500 'image suit against
against Chinese Cemmurest rule. riod of the same duration. pe- legs and
failed to set a production record
an out-of-kilter senaFrom the road winding up the a Muskegon store.
They said 05.000 persons had
The nine Iron Curtain countries
Mostly,
torial
they
had
kneecap.
banked on the
hills which surround the heart ;
been killed in the months-long lesson ef 1956 plus
mode 83,033.190 tons- up 4.462.The senator's 12-year old son
the fact that
Blonde
Mrs. Donna Dibble
of the city I have a lovely view,
By ROMAN W. WAGONER
.
fighting
198 tore from 1957 Only *eel,
petite
David
were
started it all. Here — as a
waging one of the
the city below me. And when charged that the swim suit becountry, North Korea. %hewed ai
- The reports said the Dalai stein
.
..est crackdowns on rekorD. .piasseintsit told it — is what
United Prose International
United Press International
the sun shines an the colorful I came transparent the first time
spiritual
Lama,
ex-resat,
leader
the
of
In
Warmer and we'ttr weather trees, I could stand and look for she wen; sw.mming at
Chicago
happened:
alone. almost 70
VENTURA. Calif 'UPI) —
crowded
mountains-top nation, may seek. drunks were hauled
The tree world turned out 210.- Prevailed over most of the ration
David has a home-made soap
off the
Muskegon State Park beach July Elizabeth Ann Duncan. 54, and asylum
India.
444,040 tons. down 31. 148.956 early Saturday. tnd the continu- heurs. The bus rides by all tool
in
streets
box racer. He always considered
by
mid -Friday.
twe exconvicts Friday night were
1957.
29.
tone from 1957, as only 11 cnin- ing pattern of unseasonal warmth
The reports came from New
Weather Tempts Drivers
that it was a pretty fine piece of
indicted for the murder of the
tries of the 29 gained in output began to penetrate the Northeast. s -On Wednesday I got a good
But the weather, which seeuld equipment.
"I was humiliated. embarrasseci Santa' Barbra woman's attractive Delhi, Valcutta, Bhutan, Karnanwas a 0.1e late when
scare
I
du, Kalinpong. Darjeeling and have been a boon to
U.S. Production Down
and publicly disgraced." the trim daughter-in-law. Olga Duncan.
Except for parts of New EngEyes Bug Out
the careful
The U. S. world leader in steel land and sourthwird along the walking from school to the bus housewife contended.
But Christmas Day he sau
The Venture County grand jury smaller hill cities near the Tibet- motorist, served only as a tempstation. About five minutes walk,
production. contributed 45 per mountains into the eetirginias
border.
an
tation
te drivers anxious to make something that made his eyei
handed &e'en the indictments aftbus station /!.'
She charged "you could see
Commercial travelers and refu- the most of clear
cent of the free world output. where temperatures ranged from away from the
er only 15 minutes deliberations
roads and fair bug out. His scheol chum ant
came to an intersection with a through the wet bathing suit," but
flareup
came
largest
the
Its furnaces produced 84.750.000 zcre to around 20. there Were few
said
gees
skies. High-speed accidents
following eight hours of teelmony
was said she did not realize
took neighbor, John Harrell, drove up
August - October period many lives.
tons of steel. down 27.964.996 tons traces of typical wintry weather traffic light. Well. when I
it until
the
in
in a shiny factory-made model
Luis Wyse 22. and Augustine
hat way across the street, the she left the water and osher bathKhamba
Arom 1957, as eperatione averaged
tribe
when
proud
the
Alarmed officials quickly re- that had turned up under the
There was widespread rain in
Baldonado, 25. were named in the
sank ers began "calling
Vey 602 per cent of 1958 capac- the Northwest. extending into: light turned red. My heart
the eastern province of Khern
and staring indictments
in
Harrell Christmas tree.
along with Mrs. Dunto my toes, because it usually and pointing at your plaintiff in
ity.
After a few trial heats, David
Northern Cslifornia where San
can for having taken part in the revolted.
two until the a shocked manner"
'p.
Chinese
about
50.000
Russia, which made 71 per cent Francisco reported almost an inch I takes a minute or
They
said
went home and announced he
"for hire" slaying of the 30-year
chines again, and in my
light
Tibetan
ses
killed.
death
the
were
Iron Curtain steel. Was in during a six-hour period ending
Reds
of
wanted to trade in his old heap
She said she plunged back into old pregnant nurse last Nov. 17.
mind's eye I could see my bus
second place in. world production. at midnight
for a new one. The senator said
Friday. Amounts leaving without me. A young the water and waited for her
Moya. a laborer, confessed lur- estimates ranged from 5.000 to
sisIts 1958 output of 59.524.200 tons were lue farther indland. bet15.000.
he wanted to see John's car bestanding next to me seemed ter to bring her a towel. Mrs ing the victim (rim her Santa
CARACAS. Venezuela (UPI)—
The Communists tacitly admitwas 3,306.200 tons more than was coming snow only at the higher man
fore any decision was reached.
hurry, too, and u Dibble said then she ran to her Barbara apartmen' by telling her
An
a
in
be
to
all-out
land
and
air
produced in 1957 Observers be- elevations.
search
ted they were having trouble
Then Kefauver decided to give
there wasn't a car far and wide, car with the towel wrapped that her husband. attorney Frank
Tibet when they announced was launched today ler :he bal- John's racer a trial
lieved Russia was producing as
A smiler rainy pattern clung he creased. Well. I though. if he around her
run himself.
Duncan, 29, was drunk in a hat in
loon
eSsnall
World,"
touch as its capacity will permit to the oppeite corner of the
that they were delaying imposibelieved
Kefauver folded his 6-foot 3parked outede
cressed behind
I
can.
So
down
can,
I
in
Venezuela's
"green
-hell" inch frame into the little
their heavily-criticized
The weekly metalworking in. country. with heaviest amounts
James Dibble, the plaintiffs
He told the grand jury that he tion of
racer
soon as I was across,
livery magazine the Seviet Unien recorded in Florida and lesser him. As
people's commune system in that jungle at the end of its historic and shoved off with a laugh
come around the husband, said "this is a big joke and Baldonado beat and strangled country.
who
shrield
Transatlanti
c
crossing.
changed from predominantly deposits reported in Getrgia and
down
to
a
everyone
around
hill
near
his
here
the
except
house in
woman and then left her body
A weak radio message received
next erorner but a policeman! He
agricultural nation to one which Alabama. Very light rains
There apparently has not been
northwest Washington.
- let the young man go by. but my wife."
in a shallow grave, possibly burlarge-scale fighting in the late Friday said the balloon and
"'"today is second only to the U. S. curred in a bread area ranging
any
Senator's
Grin
Disappears
ied alive.
he stepped me and asked why I
past two months, but numerous its four crew members had landin economic strength In 1930. from Mimes to Louisiana
The racer picked up speed...
had crossed the street by red
small-scale actions have occur- ed safely at a point about 22 the senator grinned. The
...when the first eye-year plan was
While gi meal warming thawed light. I told him that my bus
Dist. AtA
racer
tyd.mR
itoytoGP
uit
s°
tafson said
miles southeast of the tiny coastal
launched. Russia'. produced only out the eastern third of the counpicked up more speed. the senMeya and Baldenado, who cm. red.
left in a few minutes and that I
Nationalist Chinese sources on port of Pedernales in the federal ator continued to grin...the
6.4 millien tone of .stell.
try. the only cooling was reported had to get to the depot. He slowracreseed 6 days earlier, told the
In Third Placa
claimed that. the Tibet district of Delta Arnacuro,
er picked up more speed...the
in the central and stouthern plains ly took out pencil arid paper,
grand jury they had been hired Formosa
The area, called the "green- senator
spread to four
has
Germany's
revolt
also
.West
Wee Zone ranked in and there it was slight.
smiling reached for the
for $6000 by Elizabeth Duncan to
wrote down my name and adprovinces in northwest China. In hell." is the least civilized section brake.
third place n 1958 with a producNightime temperatures in the
murder her daughter-in-law.
that I would
areas, rebels have seized of Venezuela. It has only recently
tion of ..26.175,220 tons of steel. 20s and 30s occured sppradically dress. and said
eeme
He
couldn't find it. He stopped
Mrs Duncanale) teas indicted
pribably have to pay five Dpositions and forced Com- been opened by US. oil company grinning. And he stuck
agvsn 838.780 tons from 1957.
at the nation's northern rim, while
out a
along with Ralph Winterstein, 25, key *
(But he was just trying
mountains, they exploration teams. It is populated foot.
the
into
munists
wAmong the free world nations temperatures in the 50s were Marks.
fir obtaining a fraudulent annulto scare me, because he hasn't
by. "lost" Indian tribes, of which
which increased produetien dur- common over the'Gulf states and
said
The
racer slowed, but the senment if her son's marriage to
asked for them yet.) He talked a
Adding to the Chinese Corrrmu- little is known
ing 1958 over the eretiotis year in the Southwest.
atorial foot bent under it. The
the dead woman.
while longer. and I was itching
A hastily-organized Venezuelan
brought
them
woes,
most
of
nists'
were South Africa, Australia,
racer rwerved and turned over.
Saturday's forecast showed 'ocDuncan, who testified at the
bus, but finally he
commune system. were air force search uncovered no
Mexico, Spato. Yugoslavia. France. casional rain moving inland from to get to my
Kefauver went back to his
hearing for 1 hour and 40 minutes on by the
half ran trying
Saar, The Netherlands. Norway, 'the Northwest and continuing in let me go. and I
the thousands of refugees fleeing sign of the balloon or the four Christmas tree feeling a little
Friday. was "all shook up" when
to make it still: But as I turned
English crew members before a
reports
Rangoon
old
Burma.
Argentina and Formosa.
into
shaken but otherwise all leant.
the Southeast The general rainy
he learned of the murder indictthe corner into the street to the
refugees refuse to return severe storm and darkness turn- However this morning he iSeg
Decreased outputs were regis- condition moved into the Mid -Atment against his mother. accerd- these
bus depot, my bus was turning
ed
the
planes
back.
death.
threat
of
China
even
on
to
tered by the U. S. Canada. Great lantic ?Wes. with. the only prepained him. He checked in at
ing to private investigator William
other corner ahead of me.,
Helicopters owned by the U.S. Bethesda
Preen, Japan. India. Brazil, ewe_ dictions for anew were made for the
Naval Hospital.
S. Lewis.. The young attorney said
Bey, was I mad! I was even
oil
companies
were
to
join
the
•
Austria, Belgium, Luxem- the higher mounealo areas,
The doctors put his leg in a
he planned to visit his. mether in
madder . because I knew it served
search
today
while
national
guard
Italy. West Germany, Chile.
ep
cast and put him to bed until'
jail, but wasn't sure when
me right. I had to wait an hour
patrols set out overland to the
mark. Finland. Turkey, RhoSunday They also told him he
Won't
fifteen minutes for the next
Take Sides
and
point
broadcast
in
the
radio
mesdose and Colombia.
would have to keep the cast on,
When asked if he would help
sage,
bus home to Plieningen.
The eight Iron Curtain countries
three weeks.
defend his mother, Duncan said,
The
radio
report
LONDON
(UPI)
—
New
-tent'
indicated
the
which upped production were
The spokesman said Kefauver
"I'm not taking sides in the mat- radio and radar transmitters being Small World, which
left Santa was in good spirits. But
Russia, Poland, Hungary. Ruthere's
ter."4"
Cruz
de
force
send
Britian's
Tenerife
Mr
used
by
in
the
Canary bad news for David: Nix on that
mania, China and Bulgaria.
Meanwhile, the accused woman out beams powerful enough to Islands Dec. 12, had
achieved its racer.
still "vehemently" denies plotting "coek" or seriously maim people aim in following
Columbus' route
to kill her daughter-in-law and
or animals as much as half a across the Atlantic.
HONG KONG (UPI) — Cominsists that Move and Baldonedo mile away. a radio expert said
The balloon's occupants includmunist newspapers • said to; ..
were trying to blackmail her.
ed Arnold Elkoart, 51, noted
today.
the hula hoop is a "sexy
Moya insisted, however, that he
Dr. Douglas Shinn, one of a British explorer and leader of
born of the hula and the be..
was only tryinglh c illect the re- team of teeearchers working on the expedition:
his son Timothy,
LIZ TAKES LEAVE — Elizabeth
dance."
WASHINGTON ( 1:P11—Amermainder df the 36,000 Mrs. Dun- the super-powerful transmitters. 21; Colin,
Mudie, 32, designer ica's Atlas satellite
tinned Prees International
Taylor, the better looking part
Thc newspapers Ta Kung Pao
can promised the pair to do
still is "talkarticle
warn.ng
an
in
of
the
away
sounded
balloon
the
gondola; and Mu- ing."
of a !lassie at the Eddie Fisher
and Wen Wei Pao also charged
with nurse. Gustefson said.
die's
science
in
magazines
the
wife
"NaRosemary. 30, an atTV show In Hollywood, leaves
that some "American-subsidized"
The Defense Department said
Duncan said he and his wife. ture." He said the beams could tractive artist and
Southwest Kentueley — Partly
the NBC studios after paying
photographer the four and a half ton satellite
scheols in the colony had introfrom Benite, Manitoba. Canada,
cloudy with little change in temwho
internal
acted
injuries
heating
by
as cook on the voyage. exchanged
cause
Fisher a visit in spite of havduced hula heap lessons as a comfour more voice and
had separated several weeks after the body at distances of up ti
perature today. tonight and SunThe balloon had been unreing been warned by network
pulsory course in physical trainteletypwriter' messages Frid a y
their marriage last June. He said half a mile.
day High today in lower 50s, low
ported
since Dec. 19 until Vene- with
officials to stay away "because
ing
Army ground stations. The
he last saw her at her apartment
tonight lower 30.s.
The air force hurriedly assured zuelan Communications Minister
her appearance would seem to
"Many" parents were "deeply
giant missile was "interrogeted
on Nov. 7,
sending
Britons that transmitters
Oscar Matched() Zuluaga reported
angered" when they saw their' be flaunting things that are not
and tested successfully" on four
Temperatures at 5 a m CST:
out the powerful beams as part of It was "on Venezuelan soil, sometoo wholesome." Other hullabayoungsters hula-booping, the pasuccessive passes across the UniCROSS
ON
%.,•ington 30. Louisville 28. PaTHE
GREEN
loo included Dean Martin re.
a defense radar network would-be where in the Armacuro delta terFIRST TASTE—Freddie Braswell,
said.
pers
ted States.
dacah 34. Bowling Green 31.
3, sticks out his tongue to catch
fusing to appear on the show
located at high points so the ritory."
"Some parents have written to
It marked the 35th time since
CHICAGO —(UPI)— Jaywalk- beams cannot hit the dilligund.
Lexington 31, London 23, and
snowflakes in Winston-Salem, tilithagerati
after having been scheduled.
The ministry's report of the
department
on
urging
the Atlas was shot aloft by the
ing causes 36 per cent rrf all
Hopkinsville 32.
N
•
• ,,h fall
Jerry Lewis appearing instead,
It said by high wire security landing was based on several Air
the government to ban this form
Force Dec. 18 that the delpedestrian traffic deaths in towns fences so no unauthorize
Evansville, Ind., 31.
gives him his find L„,ii.2 of
and the two of them having
d persons reports of baloon sightings in the icate outer space
conwnunications
and cities, according to the Chi- or stray animals could
stuff that winters a:t made of, of indecent motion of the body," no good to say for each other.
Huotington, W. Va., 21
get within area and the radio report giving.
the Red reports said.
cago Motor Club.
its location.
a half mile of them.
Continued on Page Four
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IPAGit TWO
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DOUGLAS HIGH TOURNEY
December 27
1:00 Paducon
Parts
3:00 Douglas vs Martin
7.00 Conselation
8:30 Championehip

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER
TIMES PUBLISHING
Lonoolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway COMPANY, !ma
Times. and The
Tunes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West
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College Football Bold Games
Go Into Ful Swing Today

MAYFIELD INVITATIONAL
December 29
200 Fulton vs. Fancy Farm
320 Concord vs. Ballard
7:30 Si Mary's vs Lowes 9:00 Wiogo vs. Mayfield
December 30
7:30 Quarter final
9:00 Quarter final
December 31
7:30 Consolation
9:00 Championship

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Folene,
or Public Vuice items which, in our opinion, are not for
the best
Interest ca our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 13111
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave, New York; 807 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago: SO Bolyston St., Boston.
Entered at the Fast Off ce. Murray, Kentucky, fur tralionouon as
Secend Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
--'01f. Per
month SU In Calloway and adjoining °auntie*, per year, $3...e),
alien here. $5.50,.

By EARL WRIGHT
ing, v.-air-open Gat or Bowl game,
United Pres:. nternstienill
I Coach J,Ainny V :11.1g ht's MisCollege football's annuat poot-; sissippi team, led by
quarterback
season holiday competition retail Bobby Franklin,
halfbacks Jim
Into full swing today with four, Woodruff and
Kent Loveland and
games, three of which will be. fullback Charley Flowers,
led- the
televised nationally for armchairi Southeastern
Conference in rushquarterbacks.
ing yardage this year. Franklin,
Today's feaiures are the Gator, equally adept at running or passBowl game at Jacksonville. Fla.; ing, scored six touchdasvras and
the Blue - Grey game at Morse- completely 56 of 121 pasees for
gomery, Ala.; the East - west touchdcrivris.
Shrine game at San Francisco,
He may have some fun Saturand the Norh-South night con- day because pass defense was
test at Miami, Fla. All except FL rida's big weakness this year.
the Miami game will be carried Florida has a tiny but cepable
on national TV and radio net- passer in Jimmy Dunn, a 142pound quarterback.
Miesiaeppi (8-2) will meet
West Suffers Blow
Florida (6-3-1) in the Gatos'
The West suffered a serious
Bowl before about 40,000 and a blow for its elfish with the East
tuitional CBS television audience in the Shrine Game at San
at 2 pen e.s.t . The Blue-Gray
game before a capacity crowd
of 25,000 at 2 p.m.. e.s.t.. and
the East-West clash before II
capacity crowd of 60,000 at 4:45
p.m., ee.t., will he NBC TV radio features. The Nerth-Soue
game at Miami, which figures
draw a crowd of 40.000,
'
a radio feature of the M
Broadcast:lag System.
Thus the four games figure :draw 165,000 fans in addition to
large TV radio audiences.
Predict High Scores
Misessippi. wh:ch depends
mainfy on its passing game, arrived in Jacksonville Christmas.
Day and held a light workout.
Florida, which arrived at Pante
Vetlra Beach near Jacksonville I
Monday, also held a light workout Florida made its reputation
this year on defense but m •
observers look for a highese

PADUCAH TOURNEY
December 26
1.30 N Marshall %s. Heath
3:00 Loves vs. Lone Oak
700 Benton vs Reidiand
130 Ballard vs. Tilghman
December 27
12:30 Quarter final
2:00 Quarter final
7:00 Consolation
8:30 Championship
CARLISLE INVITATIONAL
December 29
2:00 Ful:on Co. vs. Clioton
3:30 Sectalia vs. Carlisle
7:00 S. Marshall vs. Livingston
8:30 Kirkiey vs. Fulgham
December 30
7a.0 Quarter final
8:30 quarter final
December 31
7:00 Console'.ten
810 Championship

SATURDAY - DECEMBER 27. 1938
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Nev. School Buildings
$1:30.000
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
SidewalkS. Curbs and Gutters
Widened Street; In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

The weed's largest collection
of Cigar store Indian
brought
$100.000 when auctioned off in
New York in 1657.

The expectations of the poor shall not
Psalms 9:18.
We are God's almoners. We must help the
young. the weak, the unfortunate.

James
Madison.
Alexander
Hamelton, John Jay and others
had a hand in preparing Washington's Farewell Address.
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Morning worship
Training Union
Evening worship
Wed. Prayer meeting

*mower to Yesterday's Puzzle
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11:00 a.m
610 p.m.,
7:30 pm.
7:00 pan.

First Methodist
Maple & Ste Streea
Chelan.. St. Tabernacle
Sunday School
9:45 am.
Chestnut and Cherry Streets
Morn.ng Worship .. 10 50 a TYI. Sunday School
10-00 a Evenmg Worship
7.30 pm. Morning Worship
11:u0
Evangelistic Worship .. 7:30 p
Memorial Baptist
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
, West Main Street
Jack Jones, pastor
Sonday School
9:40 am.
10:00 a sr
lii.rn rig
Worship
10:50 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a •
E.7 ^,q Worship
7.30 pm. Morning Worship
Tra.reng Union
600 p M.
Es ening Worship
7:00 p m
First Baptist
Wed Pray r Service
7:00 p
h Fourh 5: re:
Sun
Schoe'
9:30 3 fri
Spring Creek Missionary
Mornne Worship
1010 a m
Church
1 F.ven.ng Worship
720 pan.
Hal Shipley - Pastor
(Located 3 miles North of Penny)
ti. John's Episcopal
Sersoces Every Sunday
West Main Sties'
Sunday School ....
•o:00 am.
'lorrununion ( 1st & 3rd Sun) Mermng Worship . . .11:00 am
riI,. rising Prayer ... 900 am. E‘erone, Worsh.p
7:00 p
.Sundiy School
10:00 a In.
Locust Grov• -Win Church
Chestnut et. Tabernacle
Bill We, Pa .or
Chestnut and Cherry Streets
Sunday
School ... . 10:00 am
Sunday School ..
.10•00 am.
Morning
Worship
..11 -00 --•
34 rn.ng Wortnits . .11.00 am
6:30 •
Evangel.s•ie W iryh.p
7:30 pm Training Union .
Evening Worship
7:30 ,
Sa• Prayer Meeting
6:30
Lynn Grove Methodist
Lynn Grove, Ky
Lone Oak PrirnatIve
!Sunday School
1000 am
Baptist Church
Morning I 1st, 3rd Sun) 11:S0 am.
Arlie Latimer - Pastor
Evening fand. 4ht Sun) 7:00p.m
(Located on Route 8)
Worship Service (1st Sun) . 230'
i Worship Service (3rd Sun) .10:30
First Christian
Nor:h 5th Street
College Presbyterian
Bible School
_
930 am
1601 W Main
Morning Worship ....10•40 a m
Evening Worship
9.45 am.
. 7:30 pen Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 ant.
-College Fellowship .
7.30 pin.
Gogfi•r• Methodist
Sunday School
. 10-00 a in.
Seventh and Poplar
%laming (2n1. 4'h Sun) 11:00 sin
Church of Christ
Sunday B.ble Class .. 9:45 am.
Cherry Corner Elaitiet
Morn.ng Worship .... 10:40 a.m.
R J Burple,
,Everring Worshp
6:00 p.m.
ficrirriy Sch
10
p.m. Wedneoday Bible Class 7:00 pm.
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What will you be doing when the chick strikes twelve on New
Year's Eve? Celebrating? Celebrating what? The death of the old year
and the birth of the new?
Why? Didn't the year past meaur:. up to your expectations? Are
you- )7:ad to' be rid of it? If so--what makes you think next year is
goir'z to be-any better?
a.
Only you can lay the foundation for a better future-with God's
If :,ou are to be a better person, if next year is to be a better
ye.!A% you mnst include GO4 in your plenning.
Here is the opportunity of a Nev.. Year! Let us go to the House
of :he Lord! Let us givelhanki, to Him for what has been and ask
His blessing upon what_isi to be.
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Peoples Bank

Massey-Ferguson Tractors
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"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
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DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
Will Be Open This Sunday
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ally Holsclaw of Virginia
Tech, a cniti:torback who ranked
sixth in the country in total
offense this year, and halfback
Bobby Cravene of Kentucky appear to be the South's key offe736"" performers. 11°Isclave is
expected to throw most of hts
passes to Sonny Randle of Virgirlie and Doug Padgett of Duke.
Bill Kaliden of Pittsburgh and

SA 4ItRD

Al Jacks of Peale State will
share the quarterback chimes for
the North in the Saturday night
game at Miami while the •South's
signal-caller will be Buddy Humphrey of Bayloi•. Buddy led the
major college passers this season.
The Miami contest will be
played under professional rules.
'rho teams will use unlimited;
.:ubstioutions. The team that Is
behirk1 also may elect to receive.
kick )rfs at any time.
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SATURDAY

Share Quarterback Chores

0Q Ishw Year... A New 144

-m1.1.1.111111
.
"
11
.BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY

41°1
'
Francisco is hen it lost Buddy
Dial. Dial, star end from Rice,
sprained an ankle Wednesday
and it was learned Thursday
that-. he definitely will not play.
Bill Steiger, who played both
end and in the backfield for
Washington State this year, may
have to play at both spots at
various times Saturday
of the loss of Dial. •
Lee Grosecup of Utah_will start
at quarterback, for the West
while Bob Ptacek of Michigan
probably will 'be the starting
signal-caller for the East.
Dick Longfellow, West Virginia
quarterback who ranked sixth
among the nation's passers this
year, will lead a favored. North
team against the South in the
21st Blue - Gray game. Jim
Wood of Oklahoma State and
Gene ()Pella of Villanova are
expected to be Longfellow's favorite targets. Bill Austin of Rutgers. the North's key runner, is
hampered by a t.mn leg ligament.
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Workman Auto Repair
300 Ash Street
General Automobile Repair

Murray Coal & Ice Co,

•

So. 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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DEAD STOCK REMOVED free.
Prompt service. Trucks dirmatched by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfieid. Phone 433. If no answer call collect Union City, Tennessee phone Tu 5-9361. 12-16-59
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SOME-THING ;S
/IRON Q WITH THE
SET --:-THAT MAN
IS SHAKING
"

IS SHAKING

NO WONDER
THEY'RE
SHAKING --LOOK AT
OUR.
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by CRAIG RICE
and ED Malta.;
Copyright, 1W
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Ra•burn Van Ruren
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Fr,R 'A ONPLE 0'HOLAS'ASSIE
AND BECKY KNOCK ON THE DOORS OF
"ALMOST EVERY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
IN CRABTREE CORNERS ANi) VIGNITYBUT WITHOUT RESULTS,'

I,
to..1

CHAPTER 35
said. -Against our share of the
"That's it!" Handsome said. "If
nINGO RIGGS looked levelly it profits"
Julien disappeared for seven
Charlie Browne anci Said, "How much?" Strobel. said.
years, fled be declared legally
"Ten thousand "
dead at the end of that time, and
•'Let's say that April Robin. now
"I'll give you five."
Loup DeLee warned her slack-wire
then Leis would inherit the largThey settled tor sixty-five him• est part of his estate."
act and got nto show otisines.s
again, far from Hollywoou Lets 'ire&
"And that's wny Julien disapsay the menty-five grand she
"Since we are practically part- peared
first. It couldn't Stem to
withheld (rose you didn't hurt very ner, on this new venture.' said
long anu that she Arno anxious Strober, "my advice is this Sign BrOA'ne of the police that there
was any collusion Bingo paused.
to marry Julien Lattimer when your Janesse Budlong to a long-They probably ptnnned for Loss
he came along. By this Lime, teim contract immediately.
to yen Julien Later, and then
slat d bieaenea her nail blonde
"That's good adv:ee," Bingo the y'd wan out the
seven years
anti possibly nad a nose-bob done said. -nil 'all my
attorney at 'together."
on that famous profile So aim once"Bingo." Handsome said, and
marries him and becomes the fifth
"Gentlemen." Strobe, said. "it's
r . Julien Lattimer. All right, been a pleasure dung business there was the glow of excitement
why does her Moncton disappear with you. I nope you're happy in his eyes also noW. "Bingo. 1
knout' why Lois took off in such
Why does she vanish Immediately with the deal."
a rush.'
after him 7"
"We are,' said Bingo.
-Why ?,"
Strob.r shook hands and then
-I'm sure 1 don't know,"
went out. Handsome and Bingo
Browne said.
"I3ecause the cops accused her
"No? Then how'd you get were silent t04, several momenta, of niurdering her own husband.
suite curiously. Bingo almost felt They hadn't figured on something
Lattliners signature for um?"
Uke crying.
like that happening. So maybe
Browne clamped his mouth
"You did it. Bingo." Handsome she wired him and asked him
Shut
said at last. Very gently.
what to do, and he said Clear out
"tad Lattimer ask you to sell
"We did it," Bingo corrected.
fast, honeu. That was when she
that house for turn?" Bingo
The partners fed silent again. begen cashing in everything she
asked
WISil I could be happier, could cash, and forging his
name
tilowne's mouth was clamped Bingo." Handsome said. ''but I to checks besides."
shut to stay Bingo nodded mime- keep thinking of other _things."
"Sure," Bingo said. -And at the
o.
•1.1ke what, Handsome?"
end of seven years, Julien would
"I don't think you ought to try
"Like now did Charlie Browne be legally dead,
and there'd be no
waving the city," he said. -1 get Julien Lettimer's signature on
proof that he was ever murdered.
Latta the police may oe looking three house papers!
Nobody else so Lois could !Lately claim the inyou up soon. and they might feel could find Julien. And also, why
your running away was a clear would Julien let rherlie sell this heritance. She could do that
through a lawyer so Charlie
indication
guilt. Far In exceso house for peanuts"
Browne would never find her
of simple manslaughter. Come on,
Bingo star ed at H-ralsome again."
-Handsome. Let's go home."
thoughtfully There was look of
• • •
"Then why did they come back
rapt concentraoon on his partner's
now, Bingo?"
They (hove to Damascus Drive even-teatired f.ice.
in silence. As they pulled up-01.0
"Because they ran out of
Then Handsome snapped his
tile rowie. Handsome Kuaak said, fingers and stud. "Sure, Bingo! money, I'll bet. And I'll txt Char"1 trunk we've got compaay, Charlie blackmailed April Robin lie Browne found out tflfy were
Bingo."
once, so why- wouldn't tie do it in town and went to see them
Arid thrn Bingo ti.B.W the light again? Only now she's Ws Let_ again. And by now, Browne was
burning in the Irving room.
tinter and she's merriel to a rich willing to be reasonable. He'd
The man waiting for them did guy. So Charlie blackmailed toffs setUe for only a part of their
not mince words.
of them! After Lois married Ju- money, once they inherited It. In
"My name is Rex Struber," he lien, she moved back Into this fact, he was willing to help them
said. "We ye met before, tniefly. house. Alaybe for sentimental rea- wait out the seven pars by tryI'm now an independent producer, sons. The house was well known ing for a quick sale on their holies
aaiLed lienkin tells me you've got by sight, and there probably were while they remained in hiding."
Wa not property, an actress. lye some newspaper stories about Mr. "But if Browne was willing to
gut a hot property, too. A story. and Mrs. Julien Lattimer buying co-operate now," Handsome said,
Want to get inarri.d?"
It, Stories with pictures. And may- "why wait out the seven years?
"I don't wish to sc.ein impolite," be somebody saw those pictures Why not simply reappear right
[lingo said, 'but MAY'd. you get awl rigid
away recognized that away and claim what is rightfulre?'
3.5c is Lattimer was April Robin." ly theirs?"
it was open. Strobei. said. He
"Somebody like Charlie Browne, "Because they didn't want new
wash,i Ills hand in • sesture of who knew she was alive." Bingo police curiosity," said Bingo.
disin.asal. 'Don t play grunes with said, nodding. "And maybe he
"Do you think the LatUmers
not. You et got a big empty house Cann back and asked her for killed poor Chester Baxter?"
that needs furniture. You're not more mdney. A rot
"Well, It kind of figures. The
more money. •
go ng to fill trial house with .•
roaY'ee Lois doesn't have Owl's Ftoosetwas probably where
apte work option on SD unknown •nythlng. klayte It's all In her they met with Browne. It was
wrolhead
I've gut an orig,nal inshand s name.
Charlie's -hangout, you know. And
is-nplay by the nom et novelist
"Rut Browne doesn't care," Chester must have seen them
on tile SCOW Stick your Jrinesse Bingo said. He wail'beginning to there and followed them when
l.,i,diong Into it arid she a a star 'et excited now "He wants the tlicy left. They couldn't take a
overnight. t goalantre it, Pre money. petiod. So she and Julien chance on anyone else knowing
made more stars than there are had to figure a way to get loose Julien was still alive and hiding
ir the maven,. believe me."
of Charlie. They ran away. What out"
"What s your deal?"
"So they killed him," said Handelse could they do? It they re"Sight Irindrea a week tor your fused to pay him, ne'd go to the some -And Pearl Durzy. too?"
"You're right." a voice behind
r, ilicad while we re shooting the police. and Lords would go to (ail.'
picture. Option fat nej. services
"So Wf1111C1 Charlie," Handsome them answered, "but it won't do
on the nent two feature
we said 'Ile was • party to man- you a bit of good!"
pialts at tei me to he discussed:** shin rid er "
"Wiat about us?"
"That might. not have stopped
The answer to ningo's hope"Twent:,•-five percent of the him. So they had to
get away ful %sortie. "You're not really
piselticer's profits. After double- from Browne and keep that going In kill no.
are "oil?" it
menet st tie Si' ite ate," Bingo in the final chapter of the Utnell
•••. I , •-'
ttl that g'i,tully.
here tomerrow.
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,ETURNED
FROM DOGPATCH,
GOOCH !!-- NOU DON'T
KNONA' YOUR ONik.'N
STRENGTH.50Y!!
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DRINK OR EXERCISE!'
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KEEP IT UP,GOOCH!!
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WANT MY
MONEY

REBUILT
new. We]: Ky. Mattress Mfg.
0o., Paducah, Ky. Murray representative T a bets Upholitery
Shop, 10 N. 3rd. Phone PL 34513.
1-17C

distr4butled by King

111

I

BOOK
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mr NEW MYVTERY

•

by Ernie Bushman*"

OW- N A NEW MODERN Singer
Sewing Machine for as little as
$1.25 per week. For a Free Home
Domonstratcon, call Hill Adams,
phone PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
3-5480, 201 South 13th.
TFC
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Kentucky

Murray,

SALE

HOME MADE HOT TAMALES,
made by Robert Blanton's old
time recipe. Starting price is
20% off on two dozen or more.
This week only. Phone PL 34893.
12-29P
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Dale & Stubblefield Drug 1
PRESCRIPTIONS

Frazee, Melugin & Holton

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1 :1
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MEW.' ...af

4 x 4, 7200 feet.
DON'T GIVE IT UP FOR LO5T 'TIL
The purchaser will be expectIn the Calloway Quarterly
ed
at
pay
the
Line
to
cash
the
of
YOU USE THE LOST & FOUND C0i-JMN
Court
sale.
W. D. Sydc‘cis
Plaintiff
Cohen
Stubblefield
VS
Sheriff
Egyptian 'Pie and Timber Co.
Calloway County
Defendant
12-18-25C
By the virtue of a Judgement
aer word tor on• day, snInituurn of 17 wir•rdis for SOD
and Order cd Sale in the CalloIn Seward, Alaska, the longest
- Is per weird for three days. C.-Leweitled ads •r•
pay•bl• Is 6611,111110.
way Quarterly Court rendered day in the year lasts about 19
on December 17, 1958, the fol- hours; the shortest less than six
lowing property will be offered hours.
5% in!er,,,.t. Manic Comfort
TFO
for sale at the Sykes Bro. Mill
Company, 108 South 12th. Phone
HELP
WANT
ED
Yard on State Highway 121, to
PL 3-3607.
1-9C AT FARMER'S PRICES; Registthe highest and best bidder, at
ered polled shorthorn bulls. Top
LOOK! 10 ALUMINUM STORM
windows,, brand new style. full BULLDOG PUPPIES. BRIGHT breeding. Excellent conformation. SILK FINISHEit, AND WOOL public auction on Saturday, Jan1 Inch di Jot* wil1. alurreSturn eyed, healthy, frisky and good Roans and reds. Dr. L. A. Tate, presser. See Jerry Gore, Murray uary 3, 1939 at 1:00 pm,
INSURANCE AGENTS
screen. $199.00 installed. No dawn watch dogs. C. E. Ray 408 South Hopkussville, Ky.
12-29C 1800 p:eces of lumber, Oak, 3 x
1TC One-Hour Martinizing.
payment up to 38 months to pay, Sixth Street. Phone PL
3-3243. BIRD
AUTOMOBILE-FIRE-CASUALTY
DOG POINTER. 3 years
old. Trained. Good Hunter. Call
LOST
&
FOUN
D
I
PLaza 3-4531.
12-29C,
Telephone PL 3-3415
Gatlin Building
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The Willing Workers Sunday
sch al class of the Memorial
Bstatiat church met recently in.
tha home of Mrs. Maxine EdW3:..IS. 500 Olive Street, for a
Christmas part}.
i, The meeting was called to order by the president, Bartx,,
Will. Mrs. T. A. Thacker, teael,
led in prayer. The devotion:..
the Christmas story from Luke,
was read by Mrs. Wilma Billa .
Mr. and Mrs. Walter. Brawn
tea ahawer was. given recton. Christmas carols were so,
ently honoring Mrs. Roy L. McCord. Sr., and s,..ns. Walt
:laJ. N. Williams chap.er of
Gifts were exchanged by In.
Smith, the former Glenda Culver., B Jr.. and Alex left Tuesday the United Daughters of the C
membersand refrethrnents were
evening f. r Green ioaro. Ala..
Hostesses' were Mrs. Ivy Culver,
the Chr:Ft- federacy mu: for a Chr. stmas rerve.i by the hostess.
.:1
mother of the bride and Mrs.! where ihs.y
recer.tly heId on K.,
The next meeting will be held
mas,
d.iys with re:aro-es. par:y
Leon Sne.th, rn o:her- c•et the
They wi:I return Sunday, De- Day in the h spit of Mits Luther on Tuesday nigh:, January 13.
Robertson. Ohve
la .th Mrs. • beginning at 7 pm. at the horns
cember 28th.
Henry Elliot: and Mrs. Albert ofMrs. Lois Buffington, 125 Or••••
Mrs. Smith wore for the on •
Lassiter as co-hostesses.
chard Heights.
an a white 14..•eol jersey dress
Mr. and Mrs. Max Carlisle
Mrs. J. D. Paterson presided. I Attending the party were Meswith a flaring skirt and fitted Candy. Russ and Maxine_ of St.
The meeting was .pened vaith dames Thacker. Buffingtan, L Il'
bodice. She was presented with a
u.s, Mo.. will arrive in Murray the American and confederate
Dunning, Lynn Spraggs, 11
carsage of pink carnattem.
Christmas Day to Visit v.ath par- flag salutes .and prayer. The minCole, Barbara Klinnedy, Jo a
The serving table was overlaid ents. Mr. and Mrs. Lester Fanner utes were read and approved by i Finley.
Hill, Edwards and allwith a lace cloth ceevered with a and grandmother. Mrs. Ca I ie Mrs. W. Z. Carter. secretary pro! ington.
Jones.
bride's cake surrounded with,
tean. Mrs. John P. Campbell.1
•• s
••••
holly.
Paducah chapter. was voted an
Refreshments of party cakes.! Mrs. Lee: Ford. Mr and Mrs h .r..rary member of the loci.:
nuts and punch were served to James Stubblefield. returned to group.
the gueats. Miss Brenda Smith, Long Beach. California with Mr.
Mrs. Carter, rummage sale
sister of the groom served at the and Mrs. H. L. Ford to spend a chairman. reported:ha: proceeds
MINNEAPOLLS - (UPI) punch biewl.
few days with Jerry'. Ford
had been turned over to ma. Toys come in and out of vogue
• ••
UN.•
The gifts were displayed on!
L. D. Miller. secretary of the almost as often as silhouettes in
tables that were decorated with! There are I. 756.000 Americans Chamber of Commerce for ' the
fashion.
the trad:tasnal Christmas flenseer who have TB They risk relap-s• ;ran fence to be placed around
Greek children tal ed With
the poinsetta Approximately .50 unless their general health is the, confederate monument an tht
dolls. The Fagyptlans turned da1'gifts were received.
'maintained at a high level-rourt square.
making into fine art. Parts
Mrs. W. P. Roberts gave the their jointed dolls and arEt,
htightS of the national c.in- - even a !mechanical b.,
,ntion held recently at the kneading dough have la
.lase Plaza hotel in St. Louis
und in ruin da ing back 4
she and Mrs. - Peters. n at-, year.5,
rided. The meeting was cnened
In the 18th Century, the play,,.:
Mrs. Whittagen. president h. use was the most-wanted pres.:eneral. from Florida. The fol- ent.
erne miniature h iuses were
'wing. distinguished sus:tors were , manaions
with tiny satntings
and greeted
and elegant furniture.
States
by thesecrr
'',7•Ztent
ion: de
6a
1
The .17th Century saw the
LAST TIMES
W A LT DISNEY'S
r frant Mars-wr-• the nttl!"r '11f clacinvork tay rise to poefklarity.
n-etianal pr:sident and the 18th Century specialized
Lauis. th
"A LIGHT IN THE FOREST"
a the DAR. and a fana.us Balti-: in musical devices.
NOW. the age of realism. New
iTiet awa
ann"
rre
s Ili
dne
an u
:17,7'aranor-et
alle
adr materials make it pssible ro,
tihzasPe.otetiath,)!Tka:..ring.Kenunetuck,; hehradladthees erything
manufactnre dolls which do evbut breathe. Furry arti'Tee as page. Lady Alice Mc' rnaLs can be washed, and minaHenry Smith.
ture trucks and cars have mos:Mrs. E. S. Ferguson gave the ing engine parts and friction mo.'hristrnas- program. reading the. ton.
ords from the: old English canal h
The First Noel" and than rePTA TREND
, ft That
owed the story -The CR
:,••ts A Lifetime."
CHICAGO -(UPI)- The Na•
',d
party
a plate
rsa
A ge
tional Congress of Parents and
be
ecirs:vitA
h'a: Teachers reports a new trend in
-.ed.
which parents whase children are
• • ••
not yet in school are joining the
• PTA.
-We feel this is further eviocial Calesna
'
ar
dence of a growing concern or.
. the part of Americans that their
eeti-ea: ori31 sysaern he the very
M'-"day. January 12th
best possible." said Mrs. Miltan (411.=ssatalaN6316011k611111111VINKIIIK11110161116.11111111111arsat
The Signaa department of the
Murray yeoman's club will meet L. Wiener. natiana membership
... 7:30 in the evening Hostesses :hr.irTran.
1: be Mesdames John Ne-al
HONE -MADE ARMOR
tirciom, R bert Hendon. Glindel •
.oes es. Bethel Richardsan, arid
ANDIERST. Mass. - UPI) :ybert Hankins
Knights in an Amherst College
• • ••
pr duction of Shakespeare's King
Tuesday. January 13
The 14" 1.ng W .rkers class of Henry IV wore h (me-made sults
ie Menu astal Rap: •t Church will of maiL Regular twine was knitaeset at 7 p.m .n :he home of ted then sprayed and brushed
airs Lo.s Buff.flayn 125 Orchard sa•h s.lver paint for that metallic
look.
-
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Recent Bride Is
Honored At Party
A
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SPECIAL SALE
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Christmas Party
.Ind Program Given
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SATURDAY - DECEMBER 27, 191P

lIrs..11a.t-ine Edwards
llostss To ll'illing
Il'orkers Class Party

He
c2
e

I

Toys Come In And
Out Of Vogue

Var*ity

Two baths, living room, dining room, kitchen, electric radiant heat,
air-conditioner, electric wall oven, table top electric stove, stove hood and exhaust
fan,
automatic washer and dryer. One block from college on paved street,
city
sewer and water. See at 1655 Ryan Ave.

TONITE! *

I

(Special ti
NEW ye
i ease is
f 85.8 I
mong
aunty. a,
nnual rep
Health Sei
in n
•
dwarfs all
hazerd to
definite ad
in the figh
At a nit
Heart ASA
was lated
ces of ear
or a stroke
lead a no
better evei
ofte
ease tall.
of the coL
public
Heart Mon
The 85.

Four Bedroom Brick

I

ALSO : Ideal residential building lots on paved street with city
water and
scwer. Just three more left on Ryan Ave. No septic tank to worry
about.

STARTS SUNDAY!

1 SINATM cubs WOOD
1

Govei
Toake
To 111

John 0.Pasco PLaza 3u2.649
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MOST
CHALLENGING
LOVE STORY
OF OUR
)TIME!

get.the best possible
picture on your TV set
CDR
AUTOMATIC
ANTENNA

at-22

. ss;.1, fuzzy pictures. 'ghosts" ot
I a (.1)11 a)itenna rotor. It automatically points
;r r.',.:.,., at the TV station sou want-elimjloll
laterlerenee, gives you the clearest, sharpest
t'tort (.ur TV set can deliver.."
I) it miss the pleasure of perfect TV reception
,%c
r ar rn.,n install a ('nr. r -,t; r r-4

a

a

Will Identify
T. R. With Pencil

American ...
Cont eueci From Page

Livestock
Report

One

'or;,.n" hies been interrogated.
Tue Ps-ntagon rep ,rted th
!has far since President Ease:.
n vier's Christmas message W.
tar ,a'lea
t., ear h a week ag
the relay equipment has In- ...tear and .ars: aided with me.
,,ges 29 1.mes.
ALTHEA'S

WARD AND LI.Kir•O
PURDOMS, INC.
MURRAY HOME AND AUTO
WARD AUTO SUPPLY

Murray

NEW YORK -UP!- An aft.
, sf the Lead- Pencil 363nufac, turers Assacaation is ate to ider
ltify Theadare Rasevelt as ereMr -ay
ly with lead pencils as Georg,
L .estoc.
market
Washington ever was with cherry
report as compiled by
trees or Abraham Lincoln with
the Federal State
log cabins.
Market News
"T.R.'s 'prolific use of lead
Service.
pencils was so widely recognizCATTLE: 100. Receipts rather
ed." according to Clyde Nilsen,
.•-I due to hol:days. Good
executhte vice pres.dent of • the
assocsition, that dur.ng nis in- demand. Active. Slaughter cows
auguratinn i?e.1905. the presiden-. 25e higher. other classes steady ;
tial rectsplian norm 'Ace wore' Utility slaughter heifers $18.00
white silk ribbonalja which were.:0 $21 00. Utility cows $18 44) *a
fastened slender. elegant three- $19.00. Canner and cutter $13.25. ?pi
,inch lead pencils. each crowned to $1625. Utility and cornmercial v
with a g‘,1..sslaled cap and bulls $21.90 to $22.60. Good
beautifully coia:ed with white lac- • st 'titer steers $2625 to $27.75.
Medium stock heifers $2200 to
: quer."
N.ssen pointed ,out that a lead $23.00. Good feeders $25.00.
.
perse:: Is even on exhibit at the
CALVES: 50. Active. Steady.
Theodore Roosevelt Museum in Chaice veaiers 34.75. good $32.00.
New York. It was 'he pencil standard $243.50 ta $28.50
T.R. used in 1914 ta scrawl what
GOOD SLAUGHTER CALVES:
he thought wasid be his last $2451) to $26.00.
message while sera:en:1y ill with
HOGS: 140. Bulk of recenrs
m e'.:) mixed wtaght and grade 2
jangle fever in Brazal.
Among "historic documents butchers. Active. Steady. Bulk
ra f•ed in pencil" by :he 26th U.S. No, I. 2. and 3 barrows and
;0-4-side-re and "preserved for pea- al's 190 to 230 pounds $18.60. ;
'-r.'.' N.a•en added, was his , 235 to 275 pounds $17.60 to, es
acfcres, in 1910 to the Nobel' $1800. 175 pounds $18.50. Al:
Pr.ze C,7r,-r..• • I
%VC ghts slaughter stews $1400 to
$1525.
SHEEP: Receipts naminal.

A

FOOT-FAuLTEe

NEW YaritK
T.
on.y raw
tap-ranked A1-1,
Gibe m's otherwise perfect. gans•
is her tendency ta feet-fault f wt.;ch. ine Now Ya-ker was weal:zed In the finals of the W
men's singles at Wimbledon and
Forest Hills, N. Y., this year. I.

M A X H.
CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
"THE FRIENDLY
FUNERAL HOME"
SUPERIOR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
Equipped With
OXYGEN
Phone PL 3-4612
311 N. 4th - Murray, Ky.

STARTS

Monday - Dec. 29th
e
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Once-A-Year 20% Off
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SECOND PAIR FOR 'I

. -SORRY, NO MEN'S SHOES''
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stockin

Buy One Pair of Shoes at the Regular
Price and Get The

Children's School Shoes and Dress
Shoes, Womens, All Types and Styles
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Doc.29-Jan. 10 c
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t
.,.,• seamless
•full-fashioned
AP
Once agaIn ...13ur-Mi1 Cameo's famous Annual Event
... the Special Sale that gives you extra dividends in
stocking savings and stocking styles! Seamless or full.
fashioned in fashion-right color& Look at the mints

92c

*1.08 I *1.20

Regularly 1.15
3 Prs, 2.65

Regularly 1.35
Regularly LSO
3 Prs. 3.13 AI 3 Prs. 3.50
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